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2011年東北地方太平洋沖地震に伴う東北地方北部での応力場の時間変化
Temporal change in stress field in the northern part of Tohoku district associated with the
2011 Tohoku-oki Earthquake
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We have investigated the stress field in the northern part of Tohoku district for the both periods before and after the 2011 off
the Pacific coast of Tohoku (Tohoku-oki) Earthquake. We determined focal mechanisms using data of P-wave first motion, then
estimated stress field by a stress tensor inversion method. After the Tohoku-oki earthquake, the seismicity is quite high in Akita
prefecture, forming newly activated three major clusters and many minor ones. The location of major clusters is complementary
for the periods before the Tohoku-oki earthquake. Seismicity in some clusters started almost immediately after the Tohoku-
oki earthquake, however, beginning was delayed even for months in some clusters, and the duration of activity is highly variable
among the clusters. Focal mechanisms of earthquakes in the new clusters show predominantly strike-slip or oblique-slip solutions
with consistently NW-SE trending T-axis. The stress tensor inversion using focal mechanism data indicates clear temporal change
in the stress field due to the Tohoku-oki earthquake, from reverse-faulting regime to strike-slip regime. Thus the new stress field
brought the quiescence of seismicity in the former clusters with predominantly reverse faulting, which is consistent with the
Coulomb stress calculation. This change is explained qualitatively by the static stress change due to the slip of megathrust
of Tohoku-oki earthquake; compressional stress in WNW-ESE direction was reduced by the slip. However, the spatiotemporal
variation in seismicity and focal mechanisms suggest the need of additional factors to bring temporal change. Possible factors are,
for example, fluid migration in the crust following the static stress change, delayed response of crustal materials, and viscoelastic
response in the lower crust and uppermost mantle.
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